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Academics as Gender Advocates

* Many advocates for gender in aquaculture and fisheries are faculty and researchers of various academic institutions

* Proliferation of gender research in a range of resource use, governance, rights-based and other topics in the fisheries sector
How are gender concerns mainstreamed in Fisheries education?

- In the curricula
- In the conduct of research
- In doing extension work
What we need to ask:

* What are the gains in mainstreaming gender in fisheries education thus far?
* What challenges remain?
* How do we move forward?
Experiences from:

* India
* Thailand
* Japan
* Philippines
Some more questions for group discussion:

- Do we have sex-disaggregated data related to Fisheries courses?
- How many of our colleagues share our gender advocacy?
- Do we have institutional support for mainstreaming gender in fisheries education?